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1. (10 points) Given area of a ripple wave of radius r feet is A(r) = πr2, and radius is
increasing with time as r(t) = 0.3t,

(a) Write the area as a function of time, i.e, write down A ◦ r(t).
(b) When would area equal 9π square feet?

Solution:

1a. A ◦ r(t) = A(r(t)) = A(0.3t) = π(0.3t)2 = 0.09πt2.

1b. When area is 9π square feet, 0.09πt2 = 9π. Solving, we get t = 10. We take only
positive square root while solving because time is always positive.

2. (15 points) Given that the cost of producing x units is given by C(x) = 1000 + 0.5x
and each unit is sold at p = 100 − x when x units are produced,

a) What are the slope and y−intercept of the cost function and what could they mean
in the business world?

b) Write the equation for the revenue R(x) and the profit P (x).

c) Write an equation to find the value of x at which the business would break even.
Don’t solve it. What is the profit when the business breaks even? (You can find this
without solving the equation!)

Solution:

2a) Slope is 0.5 and y−intercept is 1000. They could represent the variable cost (cost
to produce each unit) and the fixed cost, respectively.

2b) Revenue is given by R(x) = px = (100 − x)x = 100x− x2.

So profit is given by P (x) = R(x) − C(x) =

= (100x− x2) − (1000 + 0.5x) = −x2 + 99.5x− 1000.

The profit is zero when business breaks even because we get the break even point by
setting cost = revenue. Since revenue minus cost is profit, when they are equal the
profit is zero.

So equation to find break even point is −x2 + 99.5x− 1000 = 0.

The following is not required but given here FYI. It could be useful in a future exam
in this course.

The vertex of the profit function is given by −b/(2a) = −99.5/(2(−1)) = 49.75.

Since the graph is facing down, the profit will be maximum when x = 49.75.

When x = 0, profit equals -1000 which really means that there is a loss of 1000 dollars.
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In fact profit is negative until you get to 11.3435 which is the first x−intercept and this
is also the first value for which profit is zero. So this is the break even point. After this
it becomes positive which means there is a profit and not a loss. It starts decling after
49.75 and becomes zero again at 88.1565 and then goes into negative (loss) territory.
Which means that when that many units are produced the price is too low for the
business to make a profit.

BTW you can solve the quadratic equation by plugging in the expression for profit
given by −x2 + 99.5x− 1000 into wolframalpha.com
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